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About This Game

He's back! The American President is locked and loaded for his second term.
This time he must find the source of the ultimate evil corruption. And destroy it.

Better weapons, better graphics, better music, better everything!

Battle your way through the city streets of Chicago to the jungles of Africa fighting
terrorists, fascists, fake News media and evil globalists.

Get help from supporters and cabinet members like vice President Pence.
Equip new devastating weapons like the super shotgun and rocket launcher!

Defend yourself with the all new plasma shield.

Side scrolling action like never before. Jump, duck, dodge and blast your way through or use your smart phone and call in an air
strike!

But beware of the opposition as then will do anything to try and take you down.
This is it. The final battle of good vs evil is in your hands. Good luck.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual-core processor

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: A nVidia or AMD graphics card with latest drivers

Storage: 686 MB available space
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It's a fun game. It's also very difficult. Even in casual I struggled to progress through the game. And I recently beat Nioh and
Dark Souls 3 and.... Did not like this at all.. Well, this was shorter than expected.. frame rate is terrible for slower pc's i would
suggest you not get. Card game is watered down and unoriginal. Gameplay is pure autopilot yet also painfully slow. You get no
extra cards to start, and only the slowest trickle as you play, so any deckbuilding fun is locked away behind hours of mashing
your bland default deck.

Puzzle part is bland, fiddly, and poorly implemented.

I love puzzle games generally, I love card games like Magic or Slay the Spire, and I've enjoyed other simple card games (eg.
Card City Nights), but I can't find anything to like here.. This game is so nice :)

Is for smart people. I thought I might give this game a review to help it along. The only reason I knew about it is because I have
actually gone through every single title in my Steam queue. That's right. All 20,702 at the time of this writing. I feel like this
title could use a little more attention.

I absolutely love coin-operated machines of all kinds, and I even have a bulk candy vending machine in my office for the use of
students and visitors that come by. The opportunity of playing a game that simulated some of these games sounded appealing to
me, so I put this on my wishlist. I was delighted when it game out for less than two bucks for early access. Two bucks! I grabbed
it up and have enjoyed it so far. For a game of its price point, it does quite well. You won't find a whole lot of bells and whistles
here, but what you will find is a game that re-creates many of the ticket redemption games found in arcades very faithfully.

At this point in time, there are 5 games, one of which is in testing. There's an electronic stacker game, a ball drop game, one of
those where you push a robotic arm through a slot to claim a prize, a coin pusher, and a foosball table. They all run quite
smoothly, although they are significantly easier than their real-life counterparts. This is NOT a bad thing, as the real-life
counterparts are designed to eat your money, whereas this has no such goal in mind.

Moving forward, the developer intends to add at least three more machines, judging by the blank spaces on the menu, but I hope
there will be more as time goes on. Each machine is unlocked by reaching a certain level of performance (unlocking stars) on
previous machines. This helps to guide you through playing each of the machines, so you wind up getting to experience some
that you may not have picked as your first choide. It also provides you with a reason to play each machine, in the hopes of
unlocking others. The progression is currently linear, though, which means that it may take a while to get to machines you really
want to play when more are added. They might benefit from changing it to allow players to pick what machines they want to
unlock with their earned stars. The stars are not terribly hard to earn, and the game itself is not particularly deep at the moment,
but the quality of simulation makes the $2 or less pricetag very worthwhile. I would definitely recommend this for some simple
fun, especially considering how you can easily spend more than this at an arcade just playing some of these 2-3 times.. An
amazing game for adults and kids alike.

I played all Skylanders games on console and had about 80% of the toys for it and that was very expensive but with Disney
Infinity 1.0, 2.0, 3.0: Gold Editions you get the game and all the toys unlocked.

Pros.
*Lots to do
*Good graphics
*Fantastic Toybox Mode

Cons.
*Can be a grind to Level every character
*Price on Steam is a little high
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its the actor who voiced simon "ghost" riley so hell yea thx for the free voice pack, who want the paid one when you can have
ghost talk to you xD. Has the narrator from Shoddycast's The Storyteller series in it.. I bought this on sale because these days
there are no complete games only passes for more. This seemed to act like a season pass but the content is limited so you have to
buy the rest. This honestly feels more like buying an expensive raffle ticket and getting a tamagotchi. I am a fan of DB BUT i
dont apperciate that being used to make Multiple Passes for the fans to buy just for the very limited Content in each Which
right now ON SALE you can get all the Passes and the game for the LOW LOW PRICE of $120USD.
Common Guys this is greedy. A fun and cute Match 3 game :). The story was fun. Very short though. :). Not a bad prologue!
Glad someone is making an adventure game instead of another wave shooter shovelware!. For a long time the major drawback
of WCMLn was the lack of prototypical EMU stock available for it, the problem was solved in late 2013 when IHH released the
303, It was a pretty good model a reasonable selection of liveries and passable if not prototypical sounds, then IHH was gone
and WCMLn was without emu stock again* (except for the freeware 318) ...

RSC have been slowly releasing old IHH products and this is one of them, This class 303 is DTGs "update" of the IHH 303,
However I use the word update very loosley. So what have DTG done?

1, They have expectedly removed all but one of the liveries, the current livery is repainted to make it look more basic and
cartoony compared to the original grimey wethered model
2, They have removed all the sounds, most have not been replaced the door sounds the guards buzzer and return, the compressor
have all gone, the unit now has copy n pasted sounds from the 455, this is not just lazy, it also highlights how utterly inept DTG
are, if they had to copy n paste sounds they could have at least used sounds from nother mk1 EMU and not a mk3 derived unit,
4CIG sounds would have been much closer with the bogey run sounds and compressor
3, Many of the incab functions have just been removed.
4, They seem to have completely botched the physics and turned it into a roller coaster

This model is a pale shadow of the IHH model and to be honest the IHH version while good, it wasnt the best thing to come out
of IHH

Luckily Armstrong Powerhouse came to the rescue, with a soundpack that fixes many of the issues and makes the unit a
reasonable driving experience and for this reason I bought this asset even though I own the original IHH model, Unfortunately
this unit is only any good if you drive it with the soundpack.

DO NOT get this unit for AI, just like a number of other recent releases from DTG they have a negative effect on framerates, I
swapped out my IHH 303s for this 303 on a scenario and it turned it into a slideshow, which crashed to desktop after only a few
minutes, there was only around 10 six car sets in the scenario, the version with just IHH 303s runs stable at normal framerates.
Even just using this 303 as the driveable with the AI handled by IHH models there is a small effect on frames (10% drop on
average) .. the problem is a scripting issue as the framerate hit happens regardless of if or how many 303s are rendered on
screen at any time ...

So as a drivable with the AP soundpack this unit is ok but if you want realistic quantities of AI you will still need your IHH 303s
... in an ideal world the AP soundpack sould have been applied to the original IHH 303 so this maresnest could just be avoided
completely ... oh well

I Cant really reccommned a unit that cant be driven without a third party addon or even used as AI in realistic quantities

The fact that DTG have the nerve to thank the beta testing and QA teams also highlights the level of dishonesty and\/or
incompetence at work here ... shameful.. the 5th variation of... 'Ubermosh girl'. now with extra limbs!

pretty simple game, pretty simple review. bare bones top down twin stick gameplay but keeps it nice and fun with a class
system, diffrent challenges, and the VERY interesting concept of cutting, splitting, and reflecting bullets. slight changes from
the other games, but i would still say to buy them all whenever a sale drops, there pretty fun.

my only con is; i wish i was better at games like these twin sticks. my current rank is only a c, and ive only completed one run.. I
like RPGMaker games. This one is quite generic content-wise, but the story and delivery is unique.

Version 1.1:
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The newest version 1.1 is now ready for download. Please uninstall older version first.
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